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If Animals Could Talk 
 
 If animals could talk I believe they would have lots of things to say. Animals would tell 
us when they are hungry, and when and what they want play.   
I believe if animals could talk they would tell us what kind of food they would want to 
eat.  They would tell us they are tired of eating the same food every day for breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner. They would tell us how bad dog food taste, and ask us to feed them the 
same foods we eat.   
 If animals could talk they could let us know when they want to play and what they want 
to play.   We chose the games our animals play, but If they could talk they could let us 
know if they want to play fetch with the ball or go on a nice long walk in the park.  They 
could tell us when they want to be patted and where they like to be patted.  They could 
tell us when they have a itch they could not reach and ask us to scratch it could talk.  
 If animals could talk they could tell us thing like who they like and don’t like, yell when 
we are in danger, and when they want to go play with all their other friends.  They could 
tell us when they are sleepy and ready for bed, and when they need to go to the bathroom. 
If animals could tell use whether or not they want to have clothes put on them. If they 
like  to wear clothes they could tell us what they want to wear and help us pick out their 
clothes. 
 If animals could talk they could let us know when they were sick.  Animals would be 
able to tell the doctors where they were hurting so doctors don’t have to guess what’s 
wrong.  If animals could tell the doctors these things this would help the doctor in finding 
out what is wrong  faster and the animal could start feeling better sooner.  
If animals could talk they would  tell us their feeling and let us know when they are 
happy, sad, mad or lonely.   They would yell at us when they are not getting enough 
attention and cry when we hurt there feelings.  They would be able to tell us what we did 
to make them feel sad so we could fix it so we never make them sad again.  They would 
say thank you when we did something nice for them and laugh when we did something 
really silly. 
 If animals could talk the ones in the pound would tell us that they are not happy there. 
They would tell us that they want good homes with loving families to go to.  They would 
ask that all dog pounds be torn down and made into parks they can play in.   
Finally  if animals could talk they would tell us how much they love us and how much 
they enjoy being apart of the family. 
 
 


